


V2.0 Upgrade Software Available Now
With this latest update software from Futaba the popular 6K transmitter
is now capable of 8 channel control! Download the upgrade now from
http://www.ripmax.com and unstall using a CIU-2/3.
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Welcome to the Ripmax New Items Catalogue 2017! Our new items catalogue showcases 
our latest products and some of those coming in the near future. Black Horse have expanded 
their range with a selection of interesting scale models from an EDF Typhoon to the large petrol 
Lysander. The renowned Chris Foss range now includes updates of previous models, a special 
edition Wot4 and the new Mini Wot4. UDI have released some new multirotors and even VR 
goggles to suit! Joysway have developed a race edition of the Dragonforce that is more suited to the 
race environment and updated some products you already know. We have launched the Across Rock 
Crawler, 1:12 Rough Racer and 1:18 Rock Racers to offer an affordable selections of cars and introduce 
a younger generation into the hobby. Futaba have released a new entry level 6 channel radio making the 
Futaba radio range wider and more affordable than ever. Futaba have also announced a new S.Bus only receiver for 
drone fliers, allowing for a simple, reliable, connection to popular flight controllers. Of course this is only a small selection of what 
we have available and are releasing over the next year. Visit www.ripmax.com for more information and follow us on social media for the latest updates!

NOTE: Unless clearly identified as ‘Included’ in the specifications or text, all models are supplied without radio and power system (I.C. engine or motor) and require further items to complete. We may offer 
recommendations as to suitable motors, engines and radios for the models we are featuring but these are not included. Most of the models shown are supplied Almost Ready to Fly or operate and only require 
final assembly. For further information see www.ripmax.com

E&OE. Whilst every effort has been made to guarantee the accuracy of this publication, it is inevitable that some errors may occur during its production. Ripmax Ltd can accept no responsibility for losses or 
damages caused. Prices shown are intended as a guide only.
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A-ARTF6720
SSP: £149.99

Specifications
Wingspan 1500mm (59")
Length 1510mm (59.5")
Weight 3080g (6.8lbs) (Approx Electric)
Weight 2900g (6.4lbs) (Approx I/C)
Servos 4 - 5 x Quartz QZ507 (Recommended)
Radio System 4 - 5 Channel (Required)
I/C Engine .40 - .55 2-Stroke (Recommended)
Electric Motor Ripmax Quantum II 55 (Recommended)
Speed Controller Quantum 80A (Recommended)
LiPo Hi-Energy 5S 4500 - 5000mAh (Recommended)

EP/GP ARTF

Power Installation Packs

EP Pack
A-ARTF6720/ELP

SSP: £21.50

IC Pack
A-ARTF6720/ICP

SSP: £13.50

The Bolero is a high performance fun fly aircraft with huge control surfaces for 3D flight. The Bolero was 
developed with the aim of providing the next generation of funfly 3D aircraft building on the attributes that 
have made previous Ripmax fun fly aircraft such as the Bossanova so popular. All areas of the design and 
construction have been studied and refined for a balance of performance and durability. The wings are fully 
symmetrical and feature a thick custom aerofoil to improve flight characteristics on windy days and give a 
predictable response at slow speed. The power system is easy to install and access for maintenance whether 
I/C or electric,  just purchase the correct installation kit (A-ARTF6720/ICP or A-ARTF6720/ELP).

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT WWW.RIPMAX.COM4
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The Wot4 is established as a versatile and capable sports model but there is a limit to what it is capable 
of without sacrificing durability and versatility. So to get the most from the Wot4 Airframe we have made 
this new 'Pro' version for pilots who want an uncompromised version of this classic. The ailerons, rudder 
and elevators have been increased in size for increased control authority. We have analysed the structure 
and removed weight wherever we can, this includes a built-up fin and tailplane, lightened wing, lightened 
fuselage and even lightening holes in the undercarriage. To 
complement this new structure, we are including a special 
edition Irvine .39 in the kit as the perfect match of power to 
weight.

A-CF002PRO
SSP: £219.99

‘Special Edition
Irvine .39 Included’

Specifications
Wingspan: 1334mm (52.6")
Length: 1185mm (46.5")
Weight: 1.94kg (4.39lb)
Radio System: 4 - 5 Channel (Required)
Servos: Quartz 4 x QZ302, 1 x QZ201 (Recommended)
Glow Engine: Irvine .39 FunFly Edition (Included)

‘Ultra-Lightweight Structure’
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The overwhelming demand for the original Wot4-E made it an easy choice for us to reproduce, working 
closely with Chris Foss to develop this model with a revised lightweight structure and a bright new colour 
scheme. The Wot4-E is an 80% scale version of the classic Wot4 ARTF making it the perfect size to use 
3S 2100-2500mAh LiPo batteries. The Wot4-E is a brilliant all around model and is ideal for small field 
use - or where there are noise restrictions - yet is large enough to hold its own at the busiest flying sites. The 
balsa/ply structure is strong and light with the additional benefit of an easy access battery mount with a 
magnetically secured hatch cover for quick changes!

A-CF003A
SSP: £119.99

‘Dedicated
Electric
Design’

Specifications
Wingspan: 1095mm (43.1") 
Length: 1055mm (41.5")
Weight: 1420g (50.5oz)
Radio System: 4 Channel (Required)
Servos: 4 x Quartz QZ204 (Recommended)
Electric Motor: Quantum II 36 Brushless (Recommended)
Speed Controller: Quantum 40A Brushless (Recommended)
LiPo: Hi-Energy 3S 2200mAh (Recommended)
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A-CF010
SSP: £109.99

‘Motor, ESC 
and Servos 
included!'

Specifications
Wingspan: 670mm (26.4") 
Length: 570mm (22.4")
Weight: 710g (25oz)
Radio System: 4 Channel (Required)
Servos: 4 x Micro (Included)
Electric Motor: Outrunner Brushless (Included)
Speed Controller: 10A Brushless (Included)
LiPo: Hi-Energy 2S 650mAh (Recommended)

The saying ‘Good things come in small packages’ perfectly describes the Mini Wot4 ARTF. The Wot4 design 
is well established as one of the worlds favourite RC aircraft and in this 670mm wingspan parkflier format it 
lives up to the reputation of the Chris Foss name. This lightweight parkflier is perfect for parks or small fields 
and is a beautifully built wooden ARTF with an electronics package ready for you to start assembly. The 
electronics package includes a brushless motor, a brushless ESC and four micro servos. To complete, you 
only need to add a suitable 2S 650mAh battery and a Tx/Rx combo.
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A-CF001A
SSP: £TBA

‘Suits Electric or
I/C Power'

The popular Chris Foss Wot Trainer has been updated to suit both Electric and I/C power. The addition of 
a cowling makes for a clean look and improved aerodynamics while still providing ample cooling. As with 
the previous version of the Wot Trainer, it requires no glue for assembly and features a choice of tail dragger 
or trike undercarriage. The tapered wing provides exceptional stability, perfect for the novice pilot, but with 
maximum control movements and increased power, it is capable of more aerobatics than you would normally 
expect from this type of model.

Specifications
Wingspan: 1710mm (67.5")
Length: 1280mm (50")
Weight: 2.7-2.8kg (5.9-6.2lbs)
Radio: 4 Channel (Required)
Servos: 4 x Standard (Required)
I/C Engine: .40  - .46 2-Stroke (Required)
Electric Motor: Quantum II 40 (Recommended)
ESC: Quantum 60 Amp (Recommended)
LiPo: Hi-Energy 4S 4500mAh (Recommended)
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One of the best known names in modelling is returning!

Started in the late 1940s the Keil Kraft brand quickly became one of the most iconic names in model manufacturing 
introducing a whole generation into the hobby of model making. The range was huge with 100s of classic designs including 
chuck gliders, rubber powered aircraft, R/C aircraft, boats and even static models. While the 'Keil Kraft' brand disappeared 
its influence was never forgotten.

Keil Kraft is now being relaunched with a selection of aircraft kits allowing a newer generation of modellers to enjoy the 
satisfaction that only a traditional balsa kit can give. These new kits are supplied in vintage style packaging to capture the 
essence of the originals, but with the convenience only modern techniques can provide. Each design has been carefully 
examined and the plans re-drawn in CAD with laser cut components for a quick build and a precision fit. Watch this space...

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT WWW.RIPMAX.COM14



Shown here we have the Caprice, a 
40" wingspan competition style glider, 
ideal for towline launches and a great 

candidate for R/C conversion.
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Bucker Jungmann 
20-30cc ARTF

Black Horse have done a stunning                         job in recreating the lines of the German Bucker Bu 131 
Jungmann. This classic biplane served as a mainstay in pilot training due to its benign flying characteristics 
and excellent aerobatic performance. This Black Horse recreation is made from CNC cut balsa and ply 
on accurate jigs to ensure each model is lightweight, straight and true.  The structure is then covered with 
high quality Oracover iron-on film in the classic yellow Swiss training scheme. The cowling is made from 
lightweight fibreglass and pre-painted to match. The rigging has been kept simple and the wings are built 
strongly enough that only struts are necessary, saving valuable time at the field when assembling.

Specifications
Wingspan: 1850mm (72.83")
Length: 1660mm (65.35")
Weight: 6 kg (13.2lbs)
Radio System: 6 Channel (Required)
Servos: 8 x Standard (Required)
I/C Engine: O.S. GT-22/GT-33 Petrol (Recommended)
Electric Motor: 1800-2300W, 450kV Brushless (Required)
Speed Controller: Quantum 80A Brushless (Recommended)
LiPo: Hi-Energy 6S 4500 - 5500mAh (Required)

A-BH160
SSP: £569.99

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT WWW.RIPMAX.COM16



P40C Tomahawk 60cc ARTF

 The P40C Tomahawk from Black horse is a near perfect representation of the real thing. The full-size P40C is 
one of America’s most iconic warbirds. The first P40 flew in 1938 and went on to be the US army’s primary 
single-seat, all-metal fighter in air to air and in ground-attack roles. Black Horse have done a fine job in 
recreating this P40C with CNC cut balsa/ply to ensure each model is lightweight and straight. The structure 
is then covered with high quality printed film to ensure a high attention to detail and an accurate scheme. 
The steerable tail wheel ensures easy ground handling and is located in the scale position halfway down the 
fuselage. Built for both I/C & electric, this model is extremely practical and versatile. Supplied with metal 

air retracts and CNC metal oleo struts, which are great at 
absorbing bumps on those less than perfect flying fields.

Specifications
Wingspan 2275mm (89.57")
Wing Area 89.5dm2
Wing Loading 111.7g/dm2
Length 1940mm (76.38")
Weight 10kg (22lbs)
Radio System 7 Channel (Required)
Servos 9 x Standard (Required)
Petrol Engine O.S. GT-60 2-Stroke (Recommended)

A-BH161
SSP: £899.99
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Dornier 335 EP ARTF

The Black Horse Dornier 335 Pfeil (Arrow) is a replica of the unusual 1940s aircraft developed during 
World War II. The unique "push-pull" twin-engine layout provided the full size with incredible power and low 
aerodynamic drag, allowing for speeds up to 474mph! The most noticeable feature is the dual propeller system 
and both actually work using a motor at each end for ample power and a truly unusual model. Made from 
CNC cut ply/balsa, the Do335 is lightweight and strong. The airframe is then covered in a pre-printed colour 
scheme. Moulded details such as the twin exhaust stacks and cooler inlets really set it off. In flight the Do335 
tracks through the sky with the accuracy of a pattern plane. The tricycle undercarriage offers stability during 
take offs/landings and when taxing. The oleo legs are made from metal and come included as standard.

Specifications
Wingspan: 1724mm (67.87")
Length: 1731mm (68.15")
Weight: 6 kg (13.2lbs)
Radio System: 6 Channel (Required)
Servos: 7 x Standard (Required)
Electric Motor: 2 x Quantum II 36 Brushless (Recommended)
Speed Controller: 2 x Quantum 60A Brushless (Recommended)
LiPo: Hi-Energy 6S 4500 - 5500mAh (Recommended)
Retracts: Trike (Required)

A-BH163
SSP: £469.99

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT WWW.RIPMAX.COM18



Percival Provost ARTF
Black Horse have picked an unusual subject again with this Percival P-56 Provost. Designed as an RAF 
trainer in 1950 the Provost was used in 9 different air forces all around the world having trained thousands 
of pilots over the years. Incredible attention to detail with scale markings and an included pilot makes for a 
beautiful model both on the ground and in the sky. The simple outline offers great flying characteristics and 
the low wing offers manoeuvrability with stability. The large tail surfaces give great authority. Flying is of 
course superb, with a wide speed range and no hidden surprises at slow speeds, even with the flaps down. 
Perfect for a wide array of aerobatics such as rolls, loops, stall turns etc...

Specifications
Wingspan: 1644mm (64.72")
Length: 1354mm (53.31")
Weight: 4.5 kg (9.9lbs).
Radio System: 5 Channel (Required)
Servos: 8 x Standard (Recquired)
I/C Engine: .61 - .91 2-Stroke (Required)
Electric Motor: Quantum II 61Brushless (Recommended)
Speed Controller: Quantum 80A Brushless (Recommended)
LiPo: Hi-Energy 6S 4500 - 5500mAh (Recommended)

A-BH164
SSP: £389.99
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EF-2000 Typhoon EDF ARTF

Specifications
Wingspan: 1238mm (48.75")
Length: 1650mm (64.96")
Wing Area: 63.2dm2
Weight: 7.2kg (15.84lbs)
Radio System: 9 Channel (Required)
Servos: 10 (Required)
EDF Unit: 120mm & Suitable Motor (Required)
Speed Controller: 160A Brushless (Required)
LiPo: 12S (2 x 6S) Hi-Energy 5500mAh (Recommended)

A-BH165
SSP: £769.99

The Black Horse EF-2000 Typhoon is a beautiful scale model of the iconic Eurofighter jet. The structure is built 
from CNC cut balsa and ply all aligned by hand on jigs for accuracy. This method results in a lightweight 
and strong airframe ideally suited to EDF fans. There are 4 large hatches for easy access to the onboard 
electronics during assembly or maintenance. This kit also comes supplied with CNC metal oleo struts ready 
for your electric retracts. Using a large, high-thrust 120mm EDF unit combined with a large 12S LiPo this 
jet is no slouch and really rips through the sky. The powerful controls make aerobatics easy and provide 
impressive authority across a wide range of flight speeds.

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT WWW.RIPMAX.COM20



Fairey Albacore ARTF

Black Horse has a long tradition of offering slightly unusual scale subjects and the Albacore is certainly a 
good case in point. There has never been an R/C kit or ARTF of an Albacore before but that was just a 
challenge to Black Horse. The Albacore was originally supposed to be a replacement for the Swordfish but 
it never really achieved that, being rapidly overtaken by new monoplanes. It was however, quite a bit more 
crew friendly with a fully enclosed, heated cockpit, a nice feature appreciated in the cold Atlantic weather. 
Like all Black Horse models, the Albacore is constructed in their unique jig assembly system from carefully 
chosen and machined balsa and ply parts featuring a GRP cowl and authentic colour scheme.

Specifications
Wingspan: 1693mm (66.7”)
Length: 1400mm (55.1”)
Weight: 4.5kg (9.9lbs)
Radio System: 5 Channel (Required)
Servos: 7 x Standard (Required)
I/C Engine: .61 2-Stroke (Required)
Petrol: O.S. GT-15/GG-T15 (Recommended)
Electric Motor: Quantum II 61 Brushless (Recommended)
Speed Controller: Quantum 80A Brushless (Recommended)
LiPo: Hi-Energy 6S 4500 - 5500mAh (Recommended)

A-BH166
SSP: £399.99
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MXS ARTF
The Black Horse MXS is styled after the popular single-seat aerobatic aircraft used in air racing and aerobatic 
shows around the world. The large controls provide excellent authority and precise handling in a wide range 
of aerobatic manoeuvres. The bright colour scheme really helps this model stand out from the typical crowd of 
Extras and Yaks. A large hatch makes it suited to either IC or EP power and allows for easy radio access and 
battery changes. The result is a beautiful and lightweight wooden aerobatic model suited to everyday flying.

Specifications
Wingspan: 1620mm (63.78")
Length: 1520mm (59.84")
Weight: 3.5 kg (7.7 lbs)
Radio System: 5 Channel (Required)
Servos: 6 x Standard (Required)
Glow Engine: .75 - .95 (Required)
Petrol Engine: O.S.GT-15/GGT-15 (Recommended)
Electric Motor: Quantum II 61 Brushless (Recommended)
Speed Controller: Quantum 80A Brushless (Recommended)
LiPo: Hi-Energy 6S 4500 - 5500mAh (Recommended)

A-BH167
SSP: £339.99

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT WWW.RIPMAX.COM22



Ju-87B2 Stuka 50cc ARTF

After the success of the original Black Horse Stuka, developed at the request of Ripmax, it was only a 
matter of time before Black Horse brought out a bigger version for the popular 50cc class of petrol engines. 
Construction is balsa and ply throughout, built using unique factory jigs and covered in printed vinyl. 
The cowling is tough but light GRP and easily swallows most engines and their muffler from view. Just 
like the smaller version, she has that amazingly scale outline and colour scheme but an even better wing 
loading, making this model really docile to fly but with real 
'presence' in the air. The highly effective flaps and ailerons 
ensure full control at all speeds yet impart an amazing 
ability to resist tip stalling.
Specifications
Wingspan: 2300mm (90.55")
Length: 1837mm (72.32")
Weight: 8.6 - 8.8Kg (18.92 - 19.36lbs)
Radio System: 6 - 7 Channel (Required)
Servos: 8 x Standard, 2 x Mini (Required)
I/C Engine: 45 - 55cc Petrol (Recommended)

A-BH169
SSP: £549.99
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Lysander 35cc ARTF

Specifications
Wingspan: 2540mm (100”)
Wing Loading: 99.13g/dm2
Length: 1600mm (63”) 
Weight: 6.8 - 7kg (14.96 - 15.62lbs)
Radio System: 6 - 8 Channels (Required)
Servos: 7 x 8Kg, 1 x 3kg (Required)
Petrol Engine: O.S. GT-33/GT-40 (Recommended)
Electric Motor: 2500 - 3200W, 250kV (Required)
ESC: 120A (Required)
LiPo: 12S (2 x 6S) Hi-Energy 4500 - 5500mAh (Recommended)

A-BH170
SSP: £519.99

The Westland Lysander was primarily built as an Army co-operation aircraft but is best known for transporting 
secret agents in WWII. At 100" wingspan and suiting 30cc petrol engines she is certainly not a small model, 
but the ingenious design allows easy rigging and de-rigging enabling the model to fit in a normal Estate style 
car. The Lysander is a complex shape and Black Horse have faithfully kept the unique shape of the 
original. Constructed with laser cut balsa/ply and finished in printed film.

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT WWW.RIPMAX.COM24
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PA-18 Super Cub 120cc ARTF
The PA-18 Super Cub was a big step up from the good old J3 Cub, gaining a much more powerful, 150hp 
engine making it perfect for glider towing. The Black Horse Super Cub is a big model at 3.56m span 
(nearly 12 feet!) yet she manages to sneak under the 20Kg weight limit and avoid the UK large model 
rules. But don't worry, it breaks down into multiple parts for easy transportation and storage. Good detail 
is provided, but has been simplified a little to keep under the weight limit. The size, large flaps and wing 
loading means very docile flight characteristics.

Specifications
Wingspan: 3580mm (140.94")
Length: 2237mm (88.07")
Weight: 19 - 19.5kg (41.8 - 42.9lbs)
Radio: 6 Channels (Required)
Servos: 10 high torque (Required) 
Petrol Engine: 120cc (Required)
Electric Motor: 185kV Brushless Outrunner (Required)
ESC: 120A HV (Required)
LiPo: 12S (2 x 6S) Hi-Energy 5500mAh (Recommended)

A-BH172
SSP: £1149.99
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A6M Zero ARTF

The A6M Zero was by far the most numerous and well known of all Japanese WWII fighters. It was made in 
several versions and was famous for being extremely agile. The Black Horse Zero loses none of the legendary 
agility yet adds a forgiving nature as well, especially at lower speeds such as landing. Working flaps help 
greatly in this respect. You can choose either engine or electric power, the design caters for both power 
sources. She is finished in a representative period colour scheme printed on the vinyl covering.

Specifications
Wingspan: 1720mm (67.72")
Length: 1375mm (54.13")
Weight: 4.4 - 4.6kg (9.68 - 10.12lbs)
Radio: 6 Channels (Required)
Servos: 7 x Standard (Required)
Glow Engine: .75 - .95 2-Stroke (Required)
Petrol Engine: O.S. GT-15/GGT-15 (Recommended)
Electric Motor: Quantum II 61 Brushless (Recommended)
ESC: Quantum 80A Brushless (Recommended)
LiPo: Hi-Energy 6S 4500 - 5500mAh (Recommended)

A-BH171
SSP: £329.99

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT WWW.RIPMAX.COM28



V2

‘Ready to Fly Sports Plane’

The Joysway Smart-K is designed as a great introduction to RC flight or a cheap sport aircraft to keep in 
the back of the car. Made to be lightweight and compact in size (750mm wingspan) it is especially suited 
to smaller flying sites. The EPO construction gives a nice smooth surface finish whilst remaining tough and 
lightweight.

Assembly takes minimal time thanks to the pre-installed electric motor, ESC, 9.6v 200mAh LiFePo4 battery and 
2 x 2.5g micro servos. This Ready-To-Fly configuration also includes a Joysway 2.4GHz Tx/Rx combo.

Specifications
Wingspan: 750mm (29.5")
Length: 510mm (20")
Weight: 125g (4.4oz)
Radio System: 4 Channel (Included)
Servos: 4 x Micro (Included)
Electric Motor: Brushed (Included)
Speed Controller: 5A Brushed (Included)
LiFePo: 9.6V 200mAh LiFePo4 (Included)

A-JS-6106V2
SSP: £74.99
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‘2.4GHz Radio
Included’

A-JS-6103V3
SSP: £179.99

Specifications
Wingspan: 1580mm (62.2")
Length: 960mm (37.8")
Weight: 800g (28.2oz)
Radio System: 4 Channel (Included)
Servos: 4 x 9g Standard (Included)
Electric Motor: Brushless Outrunner (Included)
Speed Controller: 30A Brushless (Included)
LiPo: 3S 11.1V 1400mAh 25C (Included)

With a wingspan of nearly 1600mm 
and a bright colour scheme, the Joysway 

Freeman V3 is very easy to see in the air, an 
important feature when you're learning to fly. 

Supplied ready to fly with a powerful, brushless 
pusher motor, 18A ESC and four 9g mini servos

 pre-installed, the Freeman is quick to 
assemble as there is no glue required! Take 

off using a hand launch and land on its belly for 
simplicity allowing you to fly from a variety of 

locations. Control comes from ailerons, elevator, 
rudder and throttle, so the Freeman is fully 

capable of sports aerobatics and stunt 
style flying when required, but its stable 

enough to learn to fly.

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT WWW.RIPMAX.COM30



V2
The Huntsman is an excellent introduction to flying as a basic trainer or even as a park-flyer for an 
experienced pilot. Unlike other similar models, this one includes ailerons, making it capable of mild aerobatics 
and therefore suitable for progression to a more manoeuvrable aircraft later on. The ingenious tail mounting 
system acts similar to a free-flight dethermaliser by stalling the airframe allowing it to 'parachute' stall down 
to the floor (check out the video online). This combined with the rear-mounted prop makes the Huntsman very 
resilient to crash damage and practical. This new version includes an updated highly visible colour scheme 
and improved electronics.

Specifications
Wingspan: 1100mm (43.3")
Length: 730mm (28.7")
Weight: 400g (14.1oz)
Servos: 4 Micro (Included)
Radio System: 4 Channel 2.4GHz (Included)
Electric Motor: Outrunner Brushless (Included)
LiPo: 2S 7.4V 1100mAh 25C (Included)
Speed Controller: 12A Brushless (Included)

A-JS-6108V2
SSP: £139.99

'Auto-Land
Dethermaliser
Mechanism'
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A-JSM004
SSP: £499.99

‘Suits 90mm EDF’

Specifications
Wingspan: 1310mm (51.6”)
Length: 1340mm (52.8”)
Weight: 4.2Kg (9.3lbs)
Radio System: 7+ Channels (Required)
Servos: 7 x Mini (Required)
Fan/Motor: 90mm & 8S Brushless Motor (Required)
ESC: 100A HV Brushless (Required)
LiPo: 8S (2 x 4S) Hi-Energy 4500mAh (Recommended)

The Mini Xcalibur-E is designed for EDF fans from the start. The inlets 
have been increased in area and the ducting modified to suit the 
specific requirements of an EDF unit. To match the power of its turbine 
counterpart you need to add a 90mm EDF unit, 100A 
HV ESC and a pair of 4S 4500mAh batteries. This 
setup is capable of really hauling the Mini Xcalibur E 
around at speed without the expense of a turbine.

Electric retracts 
with wire legs 
and wheels are 
included in the 
kit ready to fit

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT WWW.RIPMAX.COM32



A-JSM001/Y
SSP: £659.99

‘New Colour Scheme’

Specifications
Wingspan: 1855mm (73”)
Length: 1970mm (77.5”)
Weight: 7.9Kg (17.6lbs) (Dry with Jetcat P-60)
Servos: 8+ (Required)
Radio System: 8+ Channels (Required)
Turbine: 50 - 100N (5 - 10Kg) (Required)

The JSM Xcalibur has been developed to meet the need for an attractive, easy 
to fly yet fully aerobatic jet sport model suitable for a wide range of turbines with 
thrust levels of between 50 Newtons (5kg) and 100 Newtons (10kg). Designed to enable a newcomer to 
turbines to enjoy immediate success the Xcalibur will also entertain the experienced jet pilot with its superb 
aerobatic abilities and wide speed range. The low speed handling is 
outstanding, particularly when the effective central flap is deployed, 
allowing operation out of smaller sites, whilst the (optional) heavy 
duty retract units with trailing link oleos makes grass field 
operation simple.
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SSP: £799.99 SSP: £799.99

The Boomerang Elan is an attractive and capable sport jet. The large control surfaces give superb aerobatic 
performance yet the low wing loading means the Elan excels at slower speeds too. Deploy the large flaps and 
the Elan slows down dramatically, making it practical for use off smaller grass fields. The fuselage is fibreglass 
and the booms, wings and tailplane are built from balsa/ply. The Elan suits a 60 - 100N turbine and access 
to the electronics and tank is easy through the large hatch in the top of the fuselage. The Elan is perfect for a 

newcomer to jets or a seasoned pilot looking for an 'all around' sports model.

A-BJ003-NA-BJ003-S
Elan NavyElan Sport
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Specifications
Wingspan: 2133mm (84") 
Length: 2032mm (80")
Weight: 8.2 - 9.2Kg (18 - 21oz)
Radio System: 7+ Channel (IRequired)
Servos: 10 x (10+Kg) (Required)
Turbine: 60 - 100N (14 - 22lbs) (Required)

SSP: £499.99
Part No: F-BJLG-ELAN

Boomerang Elan Trike Retract Set
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The Boomerang Torus is slightly larger than the Elan but its structure is built for much higher performance 
flying. With space to suit 100 - 160N turbines the Torus needs an extremely strong internal structure. The 

fuselage/centre section and booms are moulded from composite and the wings/tailplane are built from balsa 
and ply with an emphasis on strength. Built for speed and aerobatics the Torus is made to last and thanks to 

the deep wing chord it is also versatile enough to be flown from grass fields.

A-BJ005-N A-BJ005-S A-BJ005-CS
Torus Navy Torus Sport Torus Classic Sport

SSP: £1399.99 SSP: £1399.99 SSP: £1399.99
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Specifications
Wingspan: 2286mm (90")
Length: 2209mm (87")
Weight: 13.6 - 15.4Kg (30 - 34lbs)
Servos: 10 High Performance (Required)
Radio System: 7+ Channel (Required)
Turbine: 100 - 160N (Required)

‘New Sport Scheme’‘New Sport Scheme’

SSP: £599.99
Part No: F-BJLG-TORUS

Boomerang Torus Trike Retract Set
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Super Flying Model - Scale ARTF

Specifications
Wingspan: 1500mm (59")
Length: 1116mm (43.9")
Weight: 1550g (3.4lbs)
Radio System: 4 Channels (Required)
Servos: 4 x 9g (Required)
Electric Motor: 2 x Quantum II 15 Brushless (Recommended)
ESC: 2 x Quantum 30A Brushless (Recommended)
LiPo: Hi-Energy 3S 1600mAh (Recommended)

Specifications
Wingspan: 1600mm (63")
Length: 1240mm (48.8")
Weight: 1.9kg (4.2lbs)
Radio System: 4 - 6 Channels (Required)
Servos: 4 - 6 Standard (Required)
I/C Engine .40 2-Stroke (Required)
Electric Motor: Quantum II 36 Brushless (Recommended)
ESC Quantum 60A Brushless (Recommended)
LiPo: Hi-Energy 4S 3200mAh (Recommended)

Islander EP ARTF
A-SFMEP42

TRI-40 II ARTF
A-SFM8626

SSP: £154.99

SSP: £114.99

Specifications
Wingspan: 1600mm (63")
Length: 1380mm (54.3")
Weight: 2800g (Approx)
Radio System: 4 Channels (Required)
Servos: 4 - 5 Standard (Required)
I/C Engine: .60 - .90 4-Stroke (Required)
Electric Motor: Quantum II 61 Brushless (Recommended)
ESC: Quantum 80A Brushless (Recommended)
LiPo: Hi-Energy 6S 4500mAh (Recommended)

SBach 342 .60 ARTF
A-SFM8706

SSP: £179.99

Specifications
Wingspan: 1800mm (70.8")
Length: 928mm (36.5")
Weight: 1100g (2.4lbs)
Radio System: 4 Channels (Required)
Servos: 2 x 17g, 2 x 19g (Required)
Electric Motor: Quantum II 25 Brushless (Recommended)
ESC: Quantum 30A Brushless (Recommended)
LiPo: Hi-Energy 3S 2200mAh (Recommended)

Fournier RF-4D EP ARTF 
A-SFMEP45

SSP: £129.99

Almost Ready to Fly
We have recently started distributing the 'Super Flying Model' range of balsa  wood ARTF models. 

With aircraft ranging from 'Hawk' electric glider, EP twin motor Islander up to the iconic WW1 
Fokker DVII biplane fighter (in three schemes!) there is a lot of variation to choose from.  
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Specifications
Wingspan: 1640mm (64.5")
Length: 1246mm (49")
Weight: 2.2kg (4.8lbs)
Radio System: 4 - 5 Channels (Required)
Servos: 2 Standard, 2-4 Mini (Required)
I/C Engine: .46 - .56 4-Stroke (Required)
Electric Motor: Quantum II 55 Brushless (Recommended)
ESC: Quantum 80A Brushless (Recommended)
LiPo: Hi-Energy 4 - 6S 3200mAh (Recommended)

Pilatus PC-6 GP/EP ARTF
A-SFM8622A

SSP: £189.99

Specifications
Wingspan: 2000mm (79")
Length: 1043mm (41")
Weight: 1000g (2.2lbs)
Radio System: 4 Channels (Required)
Servos: 4 x Mini (Required)
Electric Motor: 2200-12 1000kV Brushless (Required)
ESC: Quantum 30A Brushless (Recommended)
LiPo: Hi-Energy 3S 2200mAh (Recommended)

Hawk T-Tail EP Glider ARTF 
A-SFMEP30T

SSP: £94.99

Fokker DVII ARTF Dark Blue
A-SFMEP46D

SSP: £214.99

Fokker DVII ARTF Teal
A-SFMEP46C

SSP: £214.99

Specifications
Wingspan: 1200mm (47.2")
Length: 950mm (37.4")
Weight: 1.7kg (3.7lbs)
Radio System: 4 Channels (Required)
Servos: 4 x Mini (Required)
Electric Motor: Quantum II 36 Brushless (Recommended)
ESC: Quantum 60A Brushless (Recommended)
LiPo: Hi-Energy 3 - 4S 2700-3200mAh (Recommend-
ed)

Fokker DVII ARTF Red
A-SFMEP46A

SSP: £214.99
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Specifications
Wingspan: 1720mm (67.7")
Length: 1095mm (43.1")
Weight: 2300 - 2600g (5 - 5.7lbs)
Radio System: 4 Channels (Required)
Servos: 4 Standard (Required)
I/C Engine: .40 - .70 4-Stroke (Required)
Electric Motor: Quantum II 40 Brushless (Recommended)
ESC: Quantum 60A Brushless (Recommended)
LiPo: Hi-Energy 4S 3200mAh (Recommended)

Piper Cub ARTF

Specifications
Wingspan: 2547mm (100")
Length: 1676mm (66")
Weight: 4.2-4.5kg (9.2-9.9lbs)
Radio System: 5 - 6 Channels (Required)
Servos: 6 x (7+Kg) (Required)
I/C Engine: 26 - 30cc Petrol 2-Stroke (Required)

Piper Cub J-3 25%
A-SFM8709
SSP: £359.99

Piper Cub (Clipped) 25% ARTF Red
A-SFM8712A

Piper Cub J-3 .40
A-SFM867

SSP: £129.99

Piper Cub (Clipped) 25% Blue
A-SFM8712B

SSP: £399.99SSP: £399.99

Specifications
Wingspan: 2547mm (100.2")
Length: 1676mm (66")
Weight: 4.2 - 4.5kg (9.2 - 9.9lbs)
Radio System: 5 - 6 Channels (Required)
Servos: 6 x (7+Kg) (Required)
I/C Engine: 26 - 30cc Petrol 2-Stroke (Required)

Piper Super Cub 25%
A-SFM8710

SSP: £379.99

With five ARTF Piper Cubs available its pretty obvious that Cubs are a 
speciality of 'Super Flying Model'. The .40 size model is perfect for every day 

flying where as the large 25% cubs will stand out where every they go!

Specifications
Wingspan: 2330mm (91.7")
Length: 1676mm (66")
Weight: 5.7kg (12.6lb)
Radio System: 5 - 6 Channels (Required)
Servos: 6 x (7+Kg) (Required)
I/C Engine: 26 - 30cc Petrol 2-Stroke (Required)

SSP: £399.99SSP: £399.99
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Balsa Kit Range

Specifications
Wingspan: 1600mm (63")
Length: 1240mm (48.8")
Weight: 1.9kg (4.2lbs)
Radio System: 4 - 6 Channels (Required)
Servos: 4 - 6 Standard (Required)
I/C Engine .40 2-Stroke (Required)
Electric Motor: Quantum II 36 Brushless (Recommended)
ESC Quantum 60A Brushless (Recommended)
LiPo: Hi-Energy 4S 3200mAh (Recommended)

Specifications
Wingspan: 1200mm (47.2")
Length: 950mm (37.4")
Weight: 1.7kg (3.7lbs)
Radio System: 4 Channels (Required)
Servos: 4 x Mini (Required)
Electric Motor: Quantum II 36 Brushless (Recommended)
ESC: Quantum 60A Brushless (Recommended)
LiPo: Hi-Energy 3 - 4S 2700-3200mAh (Recommended)

Specifications
Wingspan: 1426mm (56.2")
Length: 1177mm (46.3")
Weight: 2.3kg (5lbs)
Radio System: 4 - 6 Channels (Required)
Servos: 4 - 7 Standard (Required)
Electric Motor: Quantum II 40 Brushless (Recommended)
ESC: Quantum 60A Brushless (Recommended)
LiPo: Hi-Energy 4S 3200mAh (Recommended)

Fokker DVII EP Kit
A-SFMEP46K

TRI-40 II Trainer Kit
A-SFM8626K

P-51D Mustang ARTF 
A-SFM8629K

SSP: £109.99

SSP: £79.99

SSP: £149.99

Piper Cub J-3 .40 Kit
ASFM867K

SSP: £99.99

Noticing the lack of kits on the market SFM decided to release their popular 
Tri40 Trainer and the Fokker DVII as in kit format to great success. They 

have expanded the kit range to now include a IC/EP size Piper Cub and a 
handsome P-51D Mustang for both IC and EP power too.

Specifications
Wingspan: 1720mm (67.7")
Length: 1095mm (43.1")
Weight: 2300 - 2600g (5 - 5.7lbs)
Radio System: 4 Channels (Required)
Servos: 4 Standard (Required)
I/C Engine: .40 - .70 4-Stroke (Required)
Electric Motor: Quantum II 40 Brushless (Recommended)
ESC: Quantum 60A Brushless (Recommended)
LiPo: Hi-Energy 4S 3200mAh (Recommended)
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U28 Series
The U28 series offers three compact and stylish 

quadcopters that can each fit into the palm of your 
hand. With three different specifications and price 

points there is plenty to choose from. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT WWW.RIPMAX.COM42



U28 Freelander

U28-1 Kestrel FPV

U28-1 Peregrine WiFi

The entry level U28 is called the 'Freelander'. In exactly the same shell as its 
brothers the Freelander is stylish, fast, agile and extremely capable thanks to its 
2 megapixel camera. You can take photos and start/stop video recording using 
buttons on the controller and they are saved to a MicroSD card for easy access.

The U28-1 'Kestrel' sits at the top of the U28 range thanks 
to its dedicated FPV controller. The twin grip controller is 
easy to hold and has a 4.3 inch LCD screen built into the 
middle. This gives you an unobstructed view from onboard 
the Kestrel as you fly.

The U28-1 is named the 'Peregrine' and it sits a step up 
from the 'Freelander'. With built in WiFi capability it is 

capable of transmitting the on board video in 'real-time' so 
you can see what your quad sees as you fly, when combined 

with a suitable phone and the UDI App. On top of that it has 
an automatic takeoff/land button and you can even control it 

via the app without the transmitter!

A-U28
SSP: £64.99

A-U28-1

A-U28WIFI

SSP: £139.99

SSP: £89.99

(Phone Not Included)
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Specifications
Camera: 640 x 480px (Included)
Flight Time: 6 - 7 Minutes (Approx)
Radio System: 2.4GHz (Included)
LiPo: 1S 3.7V 500mAh (Included)
Charger: USB (Included)
Dimensions: 361 x 355 x 107mm
Weight: 120g

A-U42
SSP: £58.99

U42 Swan RTF with Camera
The UDI U42 Swan is a versatile quadcopter with features you normally wouldn't expect in a quad at this price. Altitude hold technology and a 6-axis gyro make 
the Swan very stable and perfect for beginners to fly. The camera captures stills and video to the included SD card for easy use. The Swan is supplied in 'ready to 
fly' format meaning it only requires 'AA' batteries for the controller, this makes it an ideal gift.
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Specifications
Camera: 1280 x 720px (Included)
Flight Time: 6 - 7 Minutes (Approx)
Radio System: 2.4GHz or WiFi
LiPo: 1S 3.7V 500mAh (Included)
Charger: USB (Included)
Dimensions: 361 x 355 x 107mm
Weight: 120g

U42HW Petrel RTF WiFi
The Petrel is similar to the Swan and is supplied with a dedicated transmitter but it has the added benefit 

of WiFi control. This allows you to clip a suitable phone/device to your transmitter and watch a live 'FPV' 
video stream directly in real time. The phone app is capable of controlling the quad also, so you don't 

even need to use the transmitter if you don't want to! Combined with UDI's latest altitude hold technology 
the Petrel really stands out in its class.

A-U42HW
SSP: £89.99

New Camera Upgrade
Mobile device sold separately
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A-U32
SSP: £34.99

This UDI U32 Freedom 3D is a lightweight '3D' quadcopter that is capable 
of flying upside-down at the press of the button. When you press either of the 
shoulder buttons on the controller the quad blips the power and flips 180 degrees 
in the blink of an eye. Using an inboard smart processor the U32 realises when 
it is upside-down and reverses the motor and controls making this nimble little 
quadcopter as easy to fly upside-down as it is the right way up!

‘Fly upside down at the press of a button!’

Specifications
Radio System: 2.4GHz (Included)
Battery LiPo: 1S 3.7V 250mAh (Included)
Charger: USB (Included)
Dimensions: 119.6 x 119.6 x 39.5mm
Weight: 33g

Flip Left Flip Right
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The latest in the popular UDI U842 lineage is the U842-2 'Tercel'. The Tercel is the first 
quadcopter from UDI to have a gimbal to help smooth video in flight. As you tilt the Tercel back 
and forward the camera works to counteract and smooth the movement resulting in smoother 
video footage. As with the other U842 models the Tercel only requires minor assembly and 

can be flying in minutes out for the box. The dedicated FPV 
controller shows you the camera's view as you fly and is 

easy to hold with two large grips on each side.

A-U842-2
SSP: £189.99

Specifications
Radio System: 2.4GHz (Included)
Battery LiPo: 2 x 3.7V 1000mAh (Included)
Charger: USB (Included)
Dimensions: 486 x 486 x 122mm
Weight: 380g
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Add an extra dimension to your UDI WiFi multirotor with these 'Virtual Reality' goggles! The 
'Fancy VR' goggles offer the best quality UDI VR experience and the most comfortable fit. Simply 
download the UDI App on your phone, pair your phone to the quad, select VR mode in the App 
and then insert your phone into the goggles to see what your multirotor sees in real time!

'Fancy VR' goggles are moulded from tough plastic with an adjustable hatch in the front for easy 
installation. The back of the goggles are cushioned for a comfortable fit and the goggles are 
retained by an adjustable stretchable strap. The 'Fancy VR' goggles include adjustable IPD (pupil 
distance) and adjustable focal length to really help tailor the VR experience to the user.

You can also use these VR goggles with other apps to watch videos and play games.

P-UVR-1
SSP: £19.99

'Adjustable IPD and Focal Length’
Suits 4 - 6.5" Devices

(Not Included)
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These 'U-Scene' VR goggles are similar to the 'Fancy VR' goggles shown left but designed to be lighter 
and easier to transport. They work in the same way and all you need to do is download the UDI App on 
your phone, pair your phone to the quad, select VR mode in the App and then insert your phone into the 

goggles to see what your multirotor can see in real time!

'U-Scene' goggles are built to be portable and lightweight featuring a folding design allowing for easy 
storage and transportation. Moulded from tough plastic they are rugged enough to bounce around in a 

backpack and thanks to the adjustable strap they are easy to fit and adjust to different users. The folding 
design clamps the phone into position and you slide a blackout sleeve over the top to secure the phone 

and reduce unwanted light.

You can also use these VR goggles with other Apps to watch videos and play games.

P-UVR-2
SSP: £16.99

‘Compact Folding Design’
Suits 4 - 6.5" Devices

(Not Included)
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Specifications
Range: Up to 50m (Approx)
Duration: 15 min (Approx)
LiFe Battery: 2S 6.4V 320mAh (Included)
Radio System: 2.4 GHz (Included)
Speed: 25 km/h (Approx)
Scale: 1:24
Charger: 230V AC Charger (Included)

The new line of Ripmax 1/24 Rock Racers are great first time cars for those looking to get into the 
hobby or to give as a gift. The front and rear suspension provides enough bounce to cope easily with 
home made jumps and take those everyday knocks and bumps. With speeds capable of reaching 
15mph these really are not slow cars and great fun to drive around the house.

Rock Racers are supplied in RTR format with everything you need to get on the road apart from some 
'AA' batteries for the controller. The lithium battery gives up to 15 minutes run time and is easily 
recharged using the included mains power charger in about an hour.

The 2.4GHz 
transmitter is easy to 
use and provides up 
to 50m range.

MOTOR REAR 
BUMPER

RECEIVER

SHOCK ABSORBER

FRONT BUMPER
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C-RMX343

C-RMX353

C-RMX333

SSP: £33.99

SSP: £33.99

SSP: £33.99

Rock Racer Monster Truck RTR

Rock Racer Stadium Truck RTR

Rock Racer Buggy RTR
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Specifications
Ages: 14+
LiFe Battery: 2S 6.4V 1000mAh (Included)
Radio System: 2.4GHz (Included)
Speed: 35km/h (Approx)
Scale: 1/12
Charger: 230V AC Charger (Included)

Ripmax 'Rough Racer' cars have been designed to offer performance with an emphasis on value for money. This Short 
Course truck version replicates the popular American style truck racers in a sleek package.

The stiff shocks and tough wishbones mean the 'Rough Racer' is ready to absorb almost 
anything you can throw at it. Utilising tough injection moulded plastic the 'Rough 
Racer' is not only robust but also low weight. The power comes from a 
strong brushed motor combined with a lithium battery giving the 
best balance of performance vs duration. 

The electronics are pre-installed and the car is pre-built for you in 
a 'Ready to Run' format, meaning you only require 'AA' batteries 
for the controller to get you running. 

• High-performance brushed motor
• Ready to Run - No assembly required!
• 35km/h top speed! (Approx)
• High-Capacity lithium battery included
• Rugged chassis for off-road use

C-RMX27312
SSP: £69.99

Rough Racer Stadium Truck RTR
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C-RMX27314

C-RMX27311

SSP: £69.99

SSP: £69.99

Rough Racer Monster Truck RTR

Rough Racer Buggy RTR
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Tackle almost any terrain with the Across Rock Crawler! This 1:12 scale RC off-road buggy is perfect for rough terrain as the huge 
suspension travel will absorb almost anything you can throw at it. Slowly navigate gradients and test your skills to set the Across over 
and through challenging obstacles, or just have flat out fun on the tarmac! Unlike many rock crawlers the Across is no slouch and 
has a powerful motor fitted that makes the Across capable of speeds up to 30km/h and wheelies on command!

The Across is supplied in RTR format so the hard work of assembly is already done for you. You only need to add 
some 'AA' batteries to the transmitter and charge the included lithium car battery to get going.

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT WWW.RIPMAX.COM54



Specifications
Scale: 1/12
Speed: 30km/h (Approx)
Dimensions: 245 x 420 x 190mm
Ground Clearance: 40mm
Radio System: 2.4GHz (Included)
Servos: 1 x 25g (Included)
Electric Motor: Brushed (Included)
LiPo Battery: 7.4V 1500mAh (Included)
Charger: 230V AC Charger (Included)

C-RMX27315
SSP: TBA
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The new DHK Cage-R is intended to be a great introduction to the fabulous world of hobby R/C 
cars. DHK have spent time simplifying the design and optimising the specification without sacrificing 
the exciting performance you would expect from a DHK car. 

The CAGE-R chassis and steering geometry is designed to suit 2WD and provide you the driver with 
the correct 'feel'. Needless to say, DHK have still lavished this car with a variety of design features 
that you would normally see on higher level cars. All of the wheels and the drive train are fully ball-
raced. The durable plastic chassis is enhanced by a full length upper spine to prevent central flex. 
The rear differential, output cups and drive shafts are fully metal for maximum durability and the 
powerful brushed motor incorporates an internal cooling fan. The supplied ESC is capable of using 
the 6 cell NiMh (supplied) or 2S LiPo batteries.

The simple to use, 2 channel 2.4GHz radio has a reliable connection to the steering via a tough 
6Kg servo and a useful 'servo saver' device to absorb shocks. 

550 Class Motor2.4GHz Radio NiMh Battery
1800mAh
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Specifications
Scale: 1/10
Dimensions: 300 x 440 x 165mm
Ground Clearance: 30mm
Radio System: 2 Channel 2.4GHz (Included)
Servos: 1 x 6Kg (Included)
Electric Motor: 550 Brushed (Included)
Speed Controller: 360A Brushed (Included)
Battery: 7.2V 1800mAh Ni-Mh (Included)

C-DHK8142
SSP: £139.99
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At the heart of the Tiger is a tough, ball-raced, .15 class ABC engine with a durable pull-start system. It’s power is further boosted by an optimised yet quiet, 
tuned-pipe system. The chassis is moulded from a tough plastic and rigidity is enhanced by the use of a top spine to link the upper sections of the transmission 
gearboxes. The 4WD system borrowed from the Wolf is tough and durable with metal components throughout running in a series of ball-races. The central 
braking system ensures superb stopping power to all 4 wheels, a real benefit when you need to scrub off speed in a hurry! Suspension is fully independent 
and courtesy of large bore shocks mounted on high-grade aluminium shock towers. To top this all off, DHK use a tough, modern body shell in a fabulous colour 
scheme to really make the Tiger stand out.

Big Bore Shocks

Large Fuel Tank

Large Spoiler

High Grip 
Treaded Tyres

.15 Class Engine6kg Steering Sevo

By using the tried and tested basic chassis of the Wolf and the know-how gained from developing the 
Optimus GP, DHK have brought this all together in creating the fabulous new Tiger.
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Specifications
Length: 440mm (With Rear Wing)
Wheelbase: 290mm
Width: 256mm
Height: 166mm (With Rear Wing)
Ground Clearance: 25mm
Gear Ratio: 9.87:1
Engine: .15 Class (Included)
Radio System: 2 Channel 2.4GHz (Included)
Servos: 1 x 6kg + 1 x 3kg (Included)
Speed: 48km/h (Approx)

C-DHK9131
SSP: £219.99

Prototype Car Shown
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Despite its diminutive size, the brilliant Magic Cat V4 is 
surprisingly quick with a top speed of 20km/h! The hull is moulded 
plastic so it is built to last whilst the motor is water-cooled for optimum performance! As 
an RTR boat, the radio, power system, battery and charger are all included, all you need is 
'AA' batteries for the controller.

Specifications
Speed 20+ km/h
Length 265mm (10.4")
Beam 72mm (2.8")
Weight 170g (6oz)
Radio System 2.4GHz Radio (Included)
Charger USB (Included)
Electric Motor Water-Cooled 180 Brushed (Included)
Speed Controller 5A Brushed (Included)
Battery: 6V 260mAh Ni-MH (Included)
Hull Material Moulded Plastic

B-JS-8108V4/2-4G
SSP: £44.99
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The popular Offshore Sea Rider Lite has been updated to this V4 version. Building on the versions that came before 
it, the V4 now includes a combined ESC/receiver unit, powerful brushed motor and numerous small updates to the 
design. These changes help to keep this popular design at the forefront of performance in its class and make the 
boat tougher and more reliable than ever before while keeping the package great value for money!

As a ready to run it is supplied with almost everything 
you need in the box. This includes a high quality 
2.4GHz 2 Channel pistol style transmitter, 
9g mini steering servo, 7.4V lithium 
battery and a 12V charger perfect for 
plugging into your car.

Specifications
Length: 420mm (16.5")
Beam 115mm (4.5")
Weight: 480g (16.9oz) (Approx)
Radio: 2Ch 2.4GHz (Included)
Speed: 25+ km/h
Charger 12V DC with Car Plug (Included)
Electric Motor: 290 Water-Cooled Brushed (Included)
LiPo: 7.4V 800mAh (Included)
Speed Controller: 15A Brushed (Included)

B-JS-8208A
SSP: £62.50
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With numerous upgrades including this cool new colour 
scheme the Bullet V3 performs the tricky task of improving 
this already proven boat, so that you stand out wherever it is 
used. Just make sure you have plenty of space as the Bullet 
V3 really moves! The Bullet V3 is supplied with 2.4GHz 
radio gear, water-cooled brushless ESC and a powerful 
2815 outrunner brushless motor so you only need minor 
assembly and a pair of charged batteries to get running.

Specifications
Length: 740mm (29.1") 
Beam: 180mm (7.1")
Weight: 1.14kg (2.5lbs)
Radio System: 2.4GHz 2-Channel (Included)
Servos: 1 x 37g (Included)
Electric Motor: Water Cooled 2815 Brushless (Included)
ESC: 60A Water Cooled (Included)
LiPo: 2 x 2S 7.4V 4000mAh 35C (Required)

B-JS-8301V3
SSP: £209.99

‘Supplied RTR’
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V3

Styled after off-shore racing catamarans, the Joysway 
US.1 brushless looks like it is powering flat-out before you 
even put it in the water! This is the V3 version with numerous refinements for 
the best performance Joysway can offer. Once in the water it lives up to 
the looks and has a top speed of over 60km/h! That power comes from 
a water cooled brushless motor connected to a water cooled ESC, 
ready for a pair of 7.4V 4000mAh 35C batteries. Control comes 
from a 2.4GHz radio control system and powerful 37g rudder 
servo. For optimal performance and durability the rudder is 
CNC machined from aluminium. Assembly is quick and 
basic tools are included. Just add your own LiPo packs, 
charger and 8 x 'AA' batteries for the transmitter.

Specifications
Length: 740mm (29.1")
Beam: 210mm (8.3")
Weight: 1200g (2.65lbs)
Servos: 1 x 37g (Included)
Radio System: 2 Channel 2.4GHz (Included)
Electric Motor 2815 Outrunner Brushless motor (Included)
Speed Controller 60A Water Cooled Brushless (Included)
LiPo 2 x 7.4V 4000mAh 35C (Required)

B-JS-8302V3
SSP: £209.99
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The DragonForce 65 has undergone a major transformation to bring the quality and appearance up the high standard set by its 
bigger brother the DragonFlite 95, without affecting the competitiveness of previous versions. New tooling for the hull sees an 
increase in hull strength (retaining the same shape and weight). Key rig fittings, the Gooseneck, Compression Strut, Masthead 
Fitting and Jib Boom front end fittings are new designs for maximum efficiency and easier assembly. The sails are now made from 
50 micron Mylar film in a clean new style. The digital rudder servo also gets a 10% boost in torque and improved electronics. To 
complete the upgrade, the RTR version now comes with a full sized 2.4Ghz transmitter with travel adjustment for both the rudder 
and sails. This truly is a stunning and race winning boat - straight out of the box!

Specifications
Length: 650mm (25.6")
Beam: 116.5mm (4.6")
Rig height: 915mm (36")
Overall height: 1338mm (52.7")
RTR total weight: 1200g (42.3 oz.) (Batteries not Included)
Sail area (Mainsail): 1460cm² (226 in²)
Sail area (Jib): 766cm (118.7 in²)
Sail area (Overall): 2226cm (345 in²)
Hull material: Moulded Plastic
Radio: 4 Channel 2.4GHz (RTR Only)

Alongside
DF95

V6
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B-JS-8815A

B-JS-8815

SSP: £199.99

ARTR Version

RTR Version

SSP: £249.99
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Channels: 6 
Modulation: T-FHSS
Receiver: R3106GF (Included)
Dials: 1
Switches: 1
Trims: 4 x Mechanical
Low Battery Alarm: Yes

Trainer: Student Only
Telemetry: No
Elevon Mix: Yes
V-Tail Mix: Yes
Flaperon Mix: Yes
Dry Battery: 4 x 'AA' (Required)

The new 6L Sport from Futaba has been designed to be the perfect entry level 6 channel radio, with everything that is 
required included, but without the costly extras that generally are not needed with most normal models.

Benefiting from Futaba’s legendary quality, the 6L Sport is ideal for almost any model, having a full 6 channels (with a 
switch and rotary knob) so enabling flap, retract or other auxiliary functions to be operated by the pilot, whilst reversing 
switches ensure that the controls all work in the correct directions, and the included “V tail" and “elevon” mixes means 

that even advanced and unconventional models can be flown.

Supplied complete with the matching R3106GF receiver, this new radio is perfect for almost any application and sure to 
become a popular sight at airfields and boating lakes around the country.
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P-CB6L
SSP: £79.99

3D Rendered
Prototype Shown
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Channels: 4 
Model Memory: 40
Modulation: T-FHSS & S-FHSS
S.BUS: S.BUS2
Telemetry: Yes
Receiver: R340SB T-FHSS (Included)
Screen: LCD with Backlight
Dials: 1 x Digital Dial

Switches: 1 x Push, 1 x Push Lock
Trims: 6 x Digital Trim
Model Names: 10 Characters
Servo Frame Rate: 6.8 / 13.6ms (T-FHSS)
Servo Frame Rate: 3.3 / 15ms (T-FHSS)
Dry Battery: 4 x 'AA' Alkaline (Not Included)
Ni-MH Battery: 5 Cell NiMH (Not Included)
LiFe Battery: 2S 6.6V LiFe (Not Included)

The Futaba 4PV is a high performance 4 channel transmitter packed with high-end features and styling. After the 
success of the 3PV the 4PV is a natural step forward. Whilst sitting below the 4PX in specifications the 4PV has many 

of the features most car racers will ever need.

The bold screen is displayed prominently on the top of the case with lots of information available without having to 
access sub-menus. Navigation though the display menu is easy thanks to the jog-dial and large buttons and you can 

even set a custom menu for your most used features. 

As with all modern Futaba Radios the 4PV has telemetry built in as standard. Optional sensors allow you to monitor 
vital data such as the voltage of the receiver battery, engine cylinder and motor case temperature, rotational speed 

and the voltage of an external power supply.
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P-CB4PV
SSP: £299.99
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P-CBF14NB
SSP: £209.99

Channels: 4
Dimensions: 230 x 200 x 50mm
Switches: 16 (Optional)
Sliders: 2 (Optional)

Weight: 600g
Modulation: 40MHz FM
Receiver: Futaba R168DF (Included)
NiCad/Ni-MH: 9.6V Ni-Mh (Required)

F-14 is a universal radio system in tray-type design from the successful and proven F-Series and features 5 option 
resesses for function modules as the transmitter can be expanded to 16 functions (8 channels), and use optional modules 

such as Multi-Switch and Multi-Switch-Prop for demanding applications.

F-14 Navy is based on the F-14 radio system above but with a unique dual control modification to the left hand control 
as shown below. This dual stick layout allows either arm to be controlled separately or you can use the locking screw to 

connect them for joint operation. Each side can be individually trimmed if necessary.

Navy Stick
Version

P-FTM-TFHSSP:£94.99

Futaba "F" Series Optional 2.4GHz Module
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P-CBF14N
SSP: £159.99
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Mono-Switch 
Memory

Multi-Switch 
16 Module

Multi-Switch 
16 Decoder

Multi-Switch 
12+2 Module

Multi-Switch
12+2 Decoder

P-MSM8444

P-MSM8084P-MSD8369

P-MSPM8101P-MSPD8370

SSP: £18.99

SSP: £59.99SSP: £69.99

SSP: £48.99SSP: £69.99

Universal single channel 
relay switch for use with 

receiver PWM signals. You 
can activate up to 24V at 5A 
with loads like motors, lights 

etc. The switch point can 
also be adjusted easily.

This module fits in the 
shoulder of a F-14 radio and 

allows the user to increase 
the number of channels 

and functions that you can 
control. This unit has eight 

3-Position switches.

Sitting on the receiver 
side this decoder is built 
to complement the module 
shown right, decoding a 
single input channel into 16 
different swiching channels.

Like the module shown 
above this version fits the 

F-14 radio and allows the 
user to increase the number 

of channels and functions 
with six 3-Position switches 

and two rotary dials.

Like the module above this 
module sits on the receiver 
side but it decodes a single 
input channel into 12 
different switching channels 
and 2 regular servo 
channels.

Expand the capability of your F-14 transmitter using these easy to fit modules. 
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Channels: 14
Dimensions: 50 x 37 x 15mm
Weight: 21g

Modulation: FASST & FASSTest
Voltage: 4.8 - 6V
SBUS: S.BUS2

The R7014SB is Futaba's new receiver for high end models. Featuring 
S.Bus technology, 14 PWM channels and it is also capable of 
operating with FASST or FASSTest systems.

The CIU-3 is a simple way to program S.Bus and S.Bus2 equipment using a 
Windows laptop or PC. Just plug the USB interface into your PC, install the 
software and you are ready to go.

P-R7014SB

P-CIU-3

SSP: £TBA

SSP: £49.99

Futaba R7014SB 14-Channel Rx

Futaba CIU-3 USB Programmer

FX-Series Tx Tray

Futaba R2001SB S.BUS Rx

Channels: 1-8
Dimensions: 21.1 x 41.8 x 5.3mm
Weight: 4.2g

Modulation: S-FHSS Air
Voltage: 4.8 - 7.4V
SBUS: S.BUS

The R2001SB is perfect for drone and helicopter installations where you 
can connect using a single lead to keep installations simple and neat.

P-R2001SB

P-TT01

P-TT01/NSF

SSP: £51.99

SSP: £54.99

SSP: £14.99

This transmitter tray has been designed for use with flat style Futaba 
transmitters such as the FX-20, FX-22, FX-30 and FX-32. The transmitter simply 
slides into the tray and locks itself securely into place allowing for easy 
removal when required. Straps (sold separately P-TT01/NSF) attach to quick 
release poles that only require seconds to remove.
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Saturn Radio XR4 & XR6

Saturn 'XR' radios build on the previous range of 'X' series radios to 
keep Saturn the best budget radio choice. Using a new transmission 
system to comply with the latest international regulations you can 
sure of a reliable and powerful signal. The XR4 & XR6 both 
feature digital trims and are ideally suited to receiver ready 
models as they are supplied without servos but with a new 
full-range 6-channel receiver ready to install.

P-SATRX6B
SSP: £23.50

6Ch XR Receiver

Included with both sets 
but also available 
separately.
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P-SATRAD4B P-SATRAD6B
SSP: £46.99

Saturn XR4

SSP: £56.99

Saturn XR6

• Interference-Free 2.4GHz Technology
• Servo Reversing on all Channels
• Battery Condition LEDs
• 6 Channel Receiver Included!
• Dual Rates
• Digital Trims
• CNC Machined Stick Ends

XR6 Shown

 
 Battery Conditio

n

 
      Dual Rates

        6 Channel Receiver
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This year we have introduced even more charging leads to our existing range. These pre-made 
charge leads save you the hassle of soldering/making them yourself and are ready to use from the 
packet. Using only high quality connectors and cable you can be assured that they are built to last.

O-XLD354-0200 Charge Lead Bullet Gold 200mm to BEC £3.25
O-XLD364-0600F Charge Lead Bullet Gold 600mm to Futaba £2.99
O-XLD374-0300 Charge Lead Bullet Gold 300mm to Traxxas £4.50
O-XLD384-0300 Charge Lead Bullet Gold 300mm to Multiplex £4.50
O-XLD394-0300 Charge Lead Bullet Gold 300mm to XT90 £4.99
O-XLD400-0300 Charge Lead Bullet Gold 300mm to EC5 £4.99
O-XLD364-0600T Charge Lead Futaba TX 3.5/1.2mm 600mm £1.99
O-XLD364-0600T1 Charge Lead Futaba TX 5.5/2.1mm 600mm £2.50
O-XLD364-0600T2 Charge Lead Futaba TX 5.5/2.5mm 600mm £2.50

Pre-Made Charge Leads

O-XLD364-0600F

O-XLD354-0200

O-XLD364-0600T

O-XLD384-0300

O
-XLD374-0300

O
-XLD394-0300

O
-X

LD400-0300

All leads come fi tted with high quality gold plated banana plugs.
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This extension lead splits a single S.Bus output into 2 outputs.

These wing mount sockets allow you to mount your servo connections in the wing 
root for an easy connection as you fit the wing.

This extension lead splits a single S.Bus output into 3 outputs.

Extension leads capable of 6A current, suit HUB-2/3/4 distribution terminals.

These heavy duty leads are capable of high current and are designed for S.Bus use.

Split your S.Bus channel into 4 outputs using this dedicated hub.

P-FCHUB2010 S.BUS HUB-2 Lead 0.5mm 100mm £5.25
P-FCHUB2030 S.BUS HUB-2 Lead 0.5mm 300mm £5.50
P-FCHUB2050 S.BUS HUB-2 Lead 0.5mm 500mm £5.99
P-FCHUB2080 S.BUS HUB-2 Lead 0.5mm 800mm £6.75
P-FCHUB2120 S.BUS HUB-2 Lead 0.5mm 1200mm £7.50

P-FCHUB3010 HUB-3 Lead 0.5mm 100mm £7.50
P-FCHUB3030 HUB-3 Lead 0.5mm 300mm £7.50
P-FCHUB3050 HUB-3 Lead 0.5mm 500mm £7.99
P-FCHUB3080 HUB-3 Lead 0.5mm 800mm £8.50
P-FCHUB3120 HUB-3 Lead 0.5mm 1200mm £9.25

P-FC2WP3050 Wing Mount Plug 2 Servos 30/50cm £10.50
P-FC2WS0513 Wing Socket for 2 Servos 50/130cm £10.50
P-FC2WS3050 Wing Socket for 2 Servos 30/50cm £9.99
P-FC3WP0513 Wing Mount Plug 3 Servos 50/130cm £13.75
P-FC3WS0513 Wing Mount Socket 3 Servos 50/130cm £15.75

P-FCEL05200 HUB Extension Lead 6A 20cm 0.5mm £4.75
P-FCEL05400 HUB Extension Lead 6A 40cm 0.5mm £4.99

P-FCEL11000 S.BUS Extension Lead 100cm 1mm £13.75
P-FCEL11500 S-BUS Extension Lead 150cm 1mm £14.50

P-FCHB4P150 HUB-4 Distributor with 0.5mm Plug Lead £5.99
P-FCHB4S150 HUB-4 Distributor with 0.5mm Socket Lead £5.99

S.BUS HUB-2 Leads

Wing Mounting Servo Leads

S.BUS HUB-3 Leads

Hub Extension Leads

S.BUS Extension Leads

HUB-4 Distributor
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These servo patch cables have a ZH plug on both ends.
P-FCZHZH400 ZH-ZH Servo Patch Lead 3-Pole 400mm £4.99
P-FCZHZH500 ZH-ZH Servo Patch Lead 3-Pole 500mm £4.99
P-FCZHZH600 ZH-ZH Servo Patch Lead 3-Pole 600mm £4.99

ZH-ZH Servo Patch Lead

These S.Bus patch cables have a Futaba plug on both ends for use with gyros etc...
P-FCSBP0065 Futaba S.BUS Patch Cable 65mm (1 Pair) £7.99
P-FCSBP0090 Futaba S.BUS Patch Cable 90mm (1 Pair) £7.99
P-FCSBP0140 Futaba S.BUS Patch Cable 140mm (1 Pair) £8.25
P-FCSBP0215 Futaba S.BUS Patch Cable 215mm (1 Pair) £8.50
P-FCSBP0500 Futaba S.BUS Patch Cable 500mm (1 Pair) £9.75

S.BUS Patch Cable

These servo patch leads have a Futaba plug on one end and a ZH plug on the other.

P-FCPCZH100 Servo-Patch Lead Futaba-ZH 100mm £3.25
P-FCPCZH150 Servo-Patch Lead Futaba-ZH 150mm £3.25
P-FCPCZH200 Servo-Patch Lead Futaba-ZH 200mm £3.25
P-FCPCZH250 Servo-Patch Lead Futaba-ZH 250mm £3.25
P-FCPCZH3000 Servo-Patch Lead Futaba-ZH 300mm £3.25

Servo to ZH Patch Lead

These S.Bus adaptor leads come with a HD connector on both ends.

These heavy duty leads and plugs are designed to make wing connections easier.

P-FCSTS1300 S.BUS Adaptor Lead 300mm 1mm £10.50
P-FCSTS1500 S.BUS Adaptor Lead 500mm 1mm £10.99
P-FCWP05700 S.BUS Futaba Adaptor Plug £8.75
P-FCWS05700 S.BUS Futaba Adaptor Socket £8.75

P-FCWP10150 S.BUS Wing Lead with Plug 1.5m 1mm² £8.25
P-FCWP10200 S.BUS Wing Lead with Plug 2m 1mm² £9.25
P-FCWP10300 S.BUS Wing Lead with Plug 3m 1mm² £11.50
P-FCWP10500 S.BUS Wing Lead with Plug 5m 1mm² £18.75
P-FCWS10150 S.BUS Wing Lead with Socket 1.5m 1mm £8.25
P-FCWS10200 S.BUS Wing Lead with Socket 2m 1mm £9.25
P-FCWS10300 S.BUS Wing Lead with Socket 3m 1mm £11.25
P-FCWS10500 S.BUS Wing Lead with Socket 5m 1mm £15.50
P-FCWNGPLUG S.BUS Wing Plug Set (Pack of 2) £8.75
P-FCWSOCKET S.BUS Wing Socket Set (Pack of 2) £8.75

S.BUS Adaptor Leads

S.BUS Wing Leads
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Heavy Duty Switch harness with Charging socket.
P-FCPSW6CH 6A Switch Harness with Charge Socket £10.95

Heavy Duty Switch Harness

Make your own leads using this special servo wire. With a high silicon content it is 
extremely flexible while remaining tough and durable.

A selection of Futaba style plugs and wires capable of passing 6 amps current.

P-FCSSL0505 Special Servo-Cable 0.14/0.5mm 5m £11.75
P-FCSSL1005 Special Servo-Cable 0.25/1mm 5m £15.99

P-FCMP30AMP Multi-Plug High Current (10 Pieces) £20.50
P-FCMS30AMP Multi-Socket High Current (10 Pieces) £21.75
P-FCMSP30A Multi-Connector and Socket (1 Pair) £4.50
P-FCMSPHOLD Multi-Connector Holder (Pack of 2) £1.75
P-FCSMP1100 Multi-Plug with Special Servo Cable 1m £10.99
P-FCSMP1150 Multi-Plug with Special Servo Cable 1.5m £13.25
P-FCSMP1200 Multi-Plug with Special Servo Cable 2m £14.50
P-FCSMS1100 Multi-Socket with Special Servo Cable 1m £11.75
P-FCSMS1150 Multi-Socket with Special Servo Cable 1.5m £13.50
P-FCSMS1200 Multi-Socket with Special Servo Cable 2m £15.25

P-FCSP6A500 6A Socket With 500mm Lead 3 x0.5mm £2.75
P-FCSS6A500 6A Servo Connector 500mm Lead 3 x0.5mm £6.50
P-FCSSP5050 6A Plug with 500mm Lead £4.75
P-FCSSP5100 6A Plug with 1000mm Lead £5.99
P-FCSSS5050 6A Socket with 1000mm Lead £3.50
P-FCSSS5100 6A Socket with 500mm Lead £4.75
P-FCSEL5020 Servo Extension Lead Futaba 6A 200mm £5.75
P-FCSEL5040 Servo Extension Lead Futaba 6A 400mm £6.25
P-FCSEL5100 Servo Extension Lead Futaba 6A 1000mm £8.50
P-FCSEL5150 Servo Extension Lead Futaba 6A 1500mm £9.99
P-FCAL05200 Battery Lead Futaba 6A 20cm (0.5mm Wire) £1.99

Special HD Servo Wire

6A Connectors & Cables

These 6 pin plugs are suited to custom installations where you can connect multiple 
servos using a single plug with each pin capable of up to 30A loads.

Multi-Socket High Current
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Specifications
Input Voltage: 11 - 18.0V DC
 100 - 240V AC (50 - 60Hz)
Circuit Power: 50W
Charge Current:  0.1 - 5A
NiMH/NiCad:  1 - 16 Cells
LiPo/Li-Fe/Li-HV: 1 - 6 Series
Pb: 2 - 20V
Dimensions: 180 x 145 x 57mm
Weight: 591g  

The Sigma EQ Mini established itself as one of the most popular chargers on 
the market and its replacement, the Sigma EQ Evo, is destined to offer even 
more yet retain the same general price level.

The new, larger plastic case follows the same generic and modern style as 
other ‘new generation’ Sigma EQ chargers but packs in even more features 
and power. With a class-leading 50W charging power capability and 
the ability to charge up to 6 cell Lithium batteries, the new ‘Evo’ is a jump 
forward from the ‘Mini’. The cell count for Nimh, Nicad and Pb batteries is 
also increased in a similar way. The charge current can now be up to 5A 
(within the 50 W limit) and the internal balancing circuitry can display the 
individual cell voltages constantly if required.

The ability to charge Li-HV batteries has been added to the array of Lithium 
charging regimes as has the function of ‘non-balance’ and  ‘fast charging’, a 
shortened process for when you are in a hurry. Other features usually found 
in higher level chargers have also been added such as:

• 20 Charge Memories
• Capacity Limit Control
• Processing Time Limit
• Battery Temperature Limit Cut (Using Optional Sensor)
• Low Input Voltage Cut
• Nimh/Nicad Delta Peak Limit Change

O-IP3045
SSP: £34.99
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Specifications
Input Voltage: 11 - 18.0V DC
                           100 - 240V AC (50 - 60Hz)
Circuit Power:       80W
Charge Current:  0.1 - 10A
Discharde Current:  0.1 - 2.0A
NiMH/NiCad:  1 - 16 Cells
LiPo/Li-Ion/Li-HV: 1 - 6 Series
Pb:    2 - 20V
Dimensions: 180 x 145 x 57mm
Weight:                590g

The new Sigma EQ Eco II is a full refresh and upgrade from the original 
Sigma EQ Eco. Not only has the case been changed to the ‘new 
generation’ Sigma EQ style, a whole raft of upgrades have also been 
added as part of the constant program of offering more in every charger 
we develop. Like its Sigma EQ Touch II sibling, the Eco II is 80W charge 
capable, but now has the ability to use up to 10A charging within that  
80W limit. Particularly useful for high capacity, low cell count packs used in 
cars where a high C charge rate is possible.

The new range of features are extensive and detailed but include:

• Dual Language (English/German)
• Battery Capacity Checker
• Battery Balancer (Lithium)
• Battery Cell Meter (Lithium)
• Battery Internal Resistance (IR) Checker
• Digital Power Supply Output
• Brushed Motor Power Source for Break In
• ESC and Servo Checkers
• USB Output (for phone charging or to power the Hex 

charger)
• Thrust Calculator
• Foam Cutter Power Source

By increasing the cell balance voltage to 460mAh/cell, 
balancing can be faster and hence shorten the balance 
charge process or independent balancing of packs.

O-IP3053
SSP: £44.99
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21XZ-GT Touring

21XZB Spec III

The O.S. Speed 21XZ-GT is a 5-port competition engine that 
has been developed for 1/8 scale GT touring car racers. 
Thanks to a 7mm carburettor restrictor it meets the USA "ROAR" 
racing class regulations. The performance has been tailored 
to excel in medium and high speed ranges by adopting a 5 
port scavenging layout and 3 exhaust ports. The crankshaft 
is optimised to give an emphasis on power delivery when 
exiting corners as demanded in GT car racing. The 21XZ-GT 
utilises DLC coating & tungsten balance weights for the best 
performance available.

O.S. SPEED 21XZB Spec. II made a name for itself at many major races across the world 
and O.S. have developed the 21XZB even further resulting in this Spec III. With an eye on 
torque output the medium and low speed throttle ranges have been refined even further 
resulting in an engine that excels on even the most demanding circuits. The cylinder liner 
has 3 scavenging ports & 3 exhaust ports for optimum airflow to not only emphasise the 
torque but without it coming at a cost to fuel efficiency. The cylinder head has changed to 
further lower the centre of gravity and reduce the overall weight.

L-OS1AS00

L-OS1AN00

SSP: £469.99

SSP: £469.99

Specifications
Capacity 0.213cu.in. (3.49cc)
Bore 16.27mm (0.641")
Stroke 16.8mm (0.661")
Practical RPM 4,000 - 42,000rpm
Power Output 2.65ps @ 34,000rpm (2.61hp @ 34,000rpm)
Weight 353g

Specifications
Capacity 0.213cu.in. (3.49cc)
Bore 16.27mm (0.641")
Stroke 16.8mm (0.661")
Practical RPM 4,000 - 42,000rpm
Power Output 2.65ps @ 34,000rpm
 (2.61hp @ 34,000rpm)
Weight 353g
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Professional Balsa Plane
Ripmax

Ripmax Adjustable Screwdriver

This high quality metal plane is perfect for use with a variety of 
modelling materials. The sturdy frame reduces flex and improves 

cutting performance and control. The blade is accurately adjustable 
with just a turn of an allen key. This plane is built to last from 

sturdy metal and is suitable for use on balsa wood, ply 
wood, hard wood and polyurethane foam.

This handy little screwdriver includes both cross and flat head tips. Simply press the ring and 
the shaft slides out allowing you to flip between the different heads. There are 12 machined 
locking points on the shaft allowing you to lock the shaft at various lengths for different uses. 
The handle is moulded from soft rubber and the curved shape is easy to grip.

T-RMXBP01

T-RMXSD01

SSP: £26.99

SSP: £2.25

These special Speed versions of the OS glowplug 
range come plated in 24K gold. But the gold is 

not just for added for cosmetic 'bling' as the gold 
plating was chosen for its thermal characteristics in 
order to improve throttle response in medium and 

low speed ranges over a standard plug. 

L-OS71642720 L-OS71642730

L-OS71642740 L-OS71642750

Speed P3 Gold Speed P4 Gold

Speed RP6 Gold Speed RP7 Gold

SSP: £8.50 SSP: £8.50

SSP: £9.99 SSP: £10.25

Cross Head Flat Head
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Fix N Flex Glue

Body Armour For Cars

Fix N Flex is a single part, clear, air drying, flexible adhesive with gap filling properties. It 
has exceptional surface grip and is very safe to use. The resulting joints are both waterproof & 
heatproof. It is especially effective where joints need to be strong yet capable of flexing. It also 
works well you need to fill gaps or need a joint to withstand shocks and vibrations.

Deluxe Materials Body Armour is a highly flexible polymer adhesive specially designed for 
reinforcing & repairing model car bodies subject to the arduous conditions of model car  
competition. Its dries flexible making it ideal for protecting & repairing splits in model car 
bodies. It bonds most car body plastics including Lexan, polycarbonate & styrene & will not 
attack most common model car paints.  

S-SE91

S-SE92

SSP: £8.99

SSP: £8.50

Spread across the break

Thick gap filling formula is great for repairs on 
damaged foam when strength is priority.

Deluxe materials are formulated and developed in the UK with a reputation for quality 
known around the world. With products to suit all types of modelling there is a glue for 
almost every application. This year Deluxe have updated some formulas such as the 
popular plastic magic and introduced two new flexible glues for more demanding uses 
such as 'Body Armour' shown below.
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Aqua Magic

Plastic Magic

Aqua Magic is a single part solution for the scale modelling of water 
effects such as rivers, canals, lakes, ponds, puddles & mud.

It requires no mixing, is easy to pour and rapidly dries clear in 36 - 48 
hours to an impressive highly reflective finish. Aqua Magic can be 
coloured with water-based dyes and paints and textured as it dries. 
Increase depth by adding layers as required.

Aqua Magic is used for water where the surface is exposed to air 
for drying. It is not suitable for very deep water or enclosed water 
applications where air-drying cannot take place.

The new formula Plastic Magic is a liquid 
solvent glue that produces invisible glue 
lines. The new safer formula can be 
applied with the Deluxe Materials Pin flow 
solvent glue applicator or conventionally 
with a fine paint brush. Plastic Magic 
bonds nearly all commonly used 
modelling plastics including polyester, 
styrene, ABS, PVC, butyrate, and 
Polycarbonate.

S-SE94

S-SE93

S-SE54A

SSP: £10.50

SSP: £17.50

SSP: £6.50

The thin formula is 
great to get into small 
crevices using Pinflow.

125ml

250ml (Shown)

40ml
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Ripmax Chrome Finish Spinners

Grip Cyano
Grip Cyanoacrylate has been 
a firm favourite with modellers 
for many years offering a 
high quality super glue at 
great value for money. Now 
available in new sizes and 
bottles with the addition of an 
odourless version for foam.

S-RA07 - Thin 20g

S-RA15 - Thin 50g

S-RA08 - Medium 20g

S-RA14 - Medium 50g

S-RA09 - Thick 20g

S-RA16 - Thick 50g

S-RA06
Odourless 20g

SSP: £2.99

SSP: £4.99

SSP From: £6.25

SSP: £6.99

We have added to the ever popular Irvine Spinner range with these stunning chrome finish spinners. The plated finish really 'pops' and 
is a great way to make your model stand out form the crowd. The quality is as you would expect with a lightened machined aluminium 

backplate for smooth running. There is also an 'easy-trim' propeller cutout to help you fit unusual propeller shapes. 

Various Sizes 
Available
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SSP: £6.99 We hope this catalogue has given you an idea of our latest products and those coming 
soon. More information can be found at www.ripmax.com
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